
Cabling Tools
Come-along:
➢ manually operated portable winching device, using cable or rope to 

draw two objects (branches) closer together
➢ simple arrangement of rope knots & loops to create a mechanical 

advantage
➢ bark protection is needed during operation



Cabling Tools
Cable Grip:
➢ mechanical device that grasps & holds the cable during installation
➢ helps arborist pull the cable for tensioning or attaching to anchor 

hardware
➢ match with the type of cable being installed

http://illinoisarborist.org



Cabling Tools
Cable Aid:
➢ device used to aid in cable installation
➢ used to spread open thimbles, tighten lags, & help wrap dead-end 

grips onto the cable

Illinoisarborist.org



Cabling Tools
Brace & Bit:
➢ tools used to drill holes in the tree to enable cable installation
➢ preferred for installing hardware in small & medium sized branches
➢ lightweight, durable, dependable & inexpensive

Hand Brace

Hand Brace Bit



Cabling Tools
Drills:
➢ tools used to drill holes in the tree to enable cable installation
➢ fast & efficient
➢ Electric drill drawback is that you need a power cord that will reach 

the branch
➢ Gasoline powered or rechargeable battery-operated drills solve this 

problem

Electric Gas powered



Cabling Tools
Ship Auger:
➢ type of drill bit with an open spiral form
➢ used to drill holes in trees for cable or bracing installation
➢ works efficiently in green wood
➢ pulls shavings out from hole
➢ must be sharp 



Cabling Tools

Hacksaw

Other tools used during cable & bracing installation:

Chisel
Mallet 

Cable Cutters

Slings

http://www.gympietimes.com

Peening 
Hammer



Cabling Tools
Safely carry tools into the tree in:

Belt & 
Accessories

Bucket

Bag



Cabling Installation Techniques
➢ cables should be taut, not slack or too tight
➢ tight cables put excessive stress on wood fibers & result in more 

damage to the defect
➢ tight cables can cause hardware to pull out

Taut Slack Tight



Cabling Installation Techniques
➢ make installation easier by bringing limbs together with rope, 

sling, & come-along, then release after installation

http://www.mr-tree.co.uk



Cabling Installation Techniques
Angle of the cable & its 
distance from the crotch 
determine its strength & 
effectiveness. 

How far from crotch?
At what angle?

crotch
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Cabling Installation Techniques
Distance from Crotch:
➢ general rule is 2/3 the 

distance from the 
defective (weak) branch 
union to the ends of the 
limbs

➢ over 2/3 & the branches 
may be too small 
(diameter) for cables

➢ branches must be large & 
solid enough at point of 
cable attachment to 
provide adequate support

Weak 
Union
Crotch

http://arborroots.com/services/cabling_bracing/

Cable 
Installation 

Point

2/3 

1/3 

Limb 
Ends



Cabling Installation Techniques
Angle of Cable Installation:
➢ support maximized by 

installing “directly across” 
the crotch being supported

➢ 90° perpendicular to an 
imaginary line through the 
center of the crotch of the 
weak union

90° Angle

http://arborroots.com/services/cabling_bracing/

Weak 
union

Imaginary line 
through crotch



Cabling Installation Techniques
Angle of Hardware Installation in Branch or Stem:
➢ installed in direct line with cable’s pull
➢ may not be perpendicular with branch

RIGHT

WRONG



Cabling Installation Techniques
More than One Cable Installed on Same Limb:
➢ space hardware at least one branch diameter’s distance apart, or 

12”, whichever is less

16”

12”

6”

6”



Cabling Installation Techniques
More than One Cable Installed on Same Limb:
➢ do not install in vertical alignment
➢ this reduces the possibility of internal decay from hardware 

installation coalescing and further weakening the support

RIGHT WRONG



Cabling Installation Techniques
More than One Cable Installed on Same Limb:
➢ cable must not rub against each other or the wood 
➢ attach only one cable to one anchor

RIGHT WRONG



Cabling Installation Techniques
Decayed Limbs:
➢ do not install into areas 

where sound wood is less 
than 30% of trunk or branch 
diameter (decay greater 
than 70%)

➢ consider removing limb 
instead

➢ hardware installation could 
cause further decay, thus 
reducing holding capacity



Cabling Installation Techniques
Simple or Direct Cable Installation System:
➢ one cable between two limbs

Limb

One Cable



Cabling Installation Techniques
Multiple Cable Installation System:
➢ more than two stems or branches requiring cabling

Limb



Cabling Installation Techniques
Triangular Cable Installation System:
➢ cabling branches together in a triangular combination
➢ creates extra stability to the system

Limb



Cabling Installation Techniques
Box or Rotary Cable Installation System:
➢ allows more crown movement

Limb



Cabling Installation Techniques
Hub-and-Spoke Cable Installation System:
➢ connects multiple leaders
➢ allows some independent crown movement
➢ most complex configuration to install

Limb



Dynamic support system (dynamic cable system): 
➢ any of several cabling systems that utilize nonrigid (synthetic 

fiber) materials (usually rope of various constructions) for tree 
support systems

Tree Support Systems



Dynamic support system (dynamic cable system): 
➢ developed as an alternative to rigid support systems
➢ allow more tree sway, which allows the tree to produce more 

supporting wood where needed, & results in a stronger tree over 
time

➢ widely used in Europe
➢ still being researched for UV-light degradation of polypropylene, 

possible constriction effects on limbs, & strength of system
➢ industry standards for materials & installation have not been 

developed yet in many countries
➢ in the US, general strength standards for cable installation apply

Tree Support Systems



Dynamic Support Systems

http://outonalimbseattle.com/

German-made Cobra:
➢ commonly used
➢ connects limbs using a simple splice in 

polypropylene rope



German-made Cobra Installation:
➢ a protective, non-abrasive, sheath covers the rope to reduce friction 

between the rope and bark

http://www.charlestontreeexperts.com

Dynamic Support Systems



German-made Cobra Installation:
➢ special flat inserts are placed within the rope at the points of 

contact to create a wide band that distributes the load over a larger 
surface area

Dynamic Support Systems



German-made Cobra Installation:
➢ the ends of the rope feed back into the core, similar to a Chinese 

finger-trap device

Dynamic Support Systems



German-made Cobra Installation:
➢ a rubber insert is also fed into the core of the rope to provide a 

shock-absorbing effect, reducing the shock-loading created when 
the cabled limbs sway back and forth in the wind

Dynamic Support Systems



German-made Cobra Installation:
➢ proper installation and adjustment are important to prevent 

girdling of the tree at the point of attachment

Dynamic Support Systems



US-made TreeSave:
➢ hybrid systems that uses hardware similar to traditional rigid 

systems for anchoring the cable in the tree, along with a shock-
dampening rope product for the actual cable

TreeSave cable

TreeSave Sling Strap

Dynamic Support Systems



Bracing: 
➢ use of steel rod(s) in limbs, leaders, or trunks to provide support 

for a junction
➢ reinforces weak crotches or strengthens decayed areas
➢ used in combination with cabling not as a substitute

Tree Support Systems

http://hort.ufl.edu/woody/cabling.shtml



Bracing Hardware
Minimum hardware requirements for bracing trees:

Diameter at Base
(in inches)

Brace Rod Diameter
(in inches)

Minimum number of 
rods with split or 

included bark

Minimum number of 
rods with no 

apparent split or 
included bark

<5 1/4 1 1

5-8 3/8 1 1

8-14 1/2 2 1

14-20 5/8 2 1

20 3/4 3 min. with one 
additional for each 8” 

in excess of 30”

2 min. with one 
additional for each 8” 
in excess of 30”

>40 7/8 4 min. with one 
additional for each 8” 

in excess of 40”

3 min. with one 
additional for each 
12” in excess of 40”



Bracing Hardware
Lag-threaded Rod:
➢ steel bracing rod with a course thread pattern that is typically 

screwed into a pre-drilled hole that is smaller in diameter than the 
anchor or rod

➢ fewer and deeper threads per inch than machine-threaded rods



Bracing Hardware
Installation of a Lag-threaded Rod :
➢ drill the hole through the entire smaller stem and at least halfway 

into the larger stem
➢ can be installed as dead-end hardware, with the hole drilled smaller 

than the rod



Bracing Hardware
Installation of a Lag-threaded Rod :
➢ use a nut and washer to secure the exposed end, or break the rod 

off below the bark of the tree
➢ to break off: turn the rod in most of the way, saw through the rod 

2/3 to 3/4 of the diameter of the rod, then carefully turn the rod in 
so that the precut portion is below the bark, bend until it breaks at 
the cut



Bracing Hardware
Machine-threaded Rod:
➢ steel bracing rod with a fine-thread pattern that is used with a nut 

and washer and installed through a pre-drilled hole that is larger in 
diameter than the rod

➢ used in large trees, soft-wooded trees, or decayed wood 



Bracing Hardware
Installation of a Machine-threaded Rod:
➢ drill a hole 1/16 to 1/8 of an inch larger than the diameter of the 

rod all the way through the section(s) being braced

Drill all the way through

larger

smaller



Bracing Hardware
Installation of a Machine-threaded Rod:
➢ never attempt to drill from opposite ends hoping to have the holes 

align

WRONG



Bracing Hardware
Installation of a Machine-threaded Rod:
➢ feed the rod through the tree and bolt on each end using washers 

and nuts



Bracing Hardware
Installation of a Machine-threaded Rod:
➢ seat the washers directly against the bark
➢ if bark is thick, countersink the washer against the wood
➢ Cut off any excess rod beyond the nuts
➢ peen (bend, round, or flatten the end of through-hardware) the end 

of the rod to prevent the nuts from backing off
➢ if rust is a concern, treat any portion of the steel rod that is exposed



Bracing Installation
Single Rod Installation:
➢ used to support a crotch that is not split
➢ install it at a distance 1-2 times the branch diameter above the 

crotch

Not Split



Bracing Installation
Multiple Rod Installation:
➢ used to support a split or weak 

crotch
➢ provides added strength and 

reinforcement

Split Crotch



Bracing Installation
Multiple Rod Installation:
➢ stagger if possible, longitudinal alignment may 

increase decay
➢ space rods apart at a distance greater than  the 

diameter of the wood being braced, or 12”, 
whichever is less



Guying: 
➢ installing a guy (a rope, cord, or cable used to steady, guide, or 

secure something) & associated anchor
➢ installation of a cable (or in limited cases, a rope) between a tree 

& an external anchor to provide supplemental support & reduce 
tree movement 

Tree Support Systems



Guying: 
➢ may be used on trees with serious root defects that cannot be 

removed due to historic importance or other reasons to keep 
them upright or to prevent failure in the direction of a target

➢ tends to be permanent on mature trees because they may not 
produce the wood or roots necessary to support themselves once 
guyed

➢ trees may become dependent on this type of mechanical support 

Tree Support Systems



Guying Risk Assessment
➢ when considering installation of guy wires, arborists should assess 

the risk potential of the tree on that particular site
➢ if objectives to reduce risk cannot be met by installing guying 

support, other means of mitigating the potential risks should be 
considered



Guying Installation
Guying to the Ground:
➢ attached using same methods as cable installation
➢ attach guys to the tree at a height at or above its mid-point

50’

25’ = mid-point

Attach guy wire 
anywhere in here



Guying Installation
Guying to the Ground:
➢ make sure that the ground anchor has sufficient strength to support 

the tree (even under wet conditions)




